Don’t keep The Questers a SECRET!

How often have you been asked, What is Questers?

It’s time to make the news, create a buzz and share The Questers. That will have friends, neighbors, associates asking you for information about The Questers and will have you introducing them as guests at the next chapter meeting. Don’t be timid. Be bold and receive the publicity your chapter deserves for it’s community activities, especially in the area of Preservation & Restoration. The Corps of Discovery 1504’s P&R project, restoration of an 1885 Job Press, was awarded a Nebraska Grant, but also garnered interest from the local newspaper. What developed was front page news, a photo of the chapter’s President and Treasurer delivering a check for $1,500 and buzz about the couples chapter. People are asking What is Questers? and interest is growing.

The Questers Headquarters
210 South Quince Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107-5534
Telephone 212-913-5183
www.questers210@questers1944.org

www.questers1944.org
WHY PROMOTE BEING A QUESTER?

The Questers enriches lives through:
- Development of lifelong friendships
- Expanding knowledge through study and presentations
- Fellowship with people of similar interest
- Encouraging activities for volunteering
- Fun and socializing with like-minded folk
- Cherishing history
- Preservation of artifacts, historic sites and buildings
- Opportunities that develop leadership skills
- A scholarship at Columbia U. and a fellowship at Winterthur for graduate students specializing in restoration and preservation.
- Rewarding research - writing
- Valuing each person’s uniqueness and contributions

“Through discovery and knowledge of antiques, we may bring the past to life and profit by the experiences of previous generations.”
Jessie Elizabeth Bardens, Founder

NEWEST CHAPTERS

* ELLARSLIE 1507*
*MIAMI VALLEY 1508*

Congratulations New Jersey and thank you 1VP Jeanne Alper for adding ELLARSLIE 1507 as your newest chapter. It was chartered 16 February 2015 with 9 new Questers. The chapter’s namesake was built in 1848 and in 1978 the city of Trenton, opened Ellarslie as the Trenton City Museum.

Welcome Ohio’s newest chapter MIAMI VALLEY 1508, chartered 15 June 2015 with 9 members. After moving from Canton to Cincinnati, Rose Brockham with encouragement from Past Ohio President, Sally Moser, organized the new chapter. Rose and Sally set a fine example how new chapters are formed and The Questers can grow!

Lorraine Jeffus
1vp@questers1944.org